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BOOK REVIEWS

Reinventing Identities: The Gendered Self in Discourse, edited
by Mary Bucholtz, A.C. Liang, and Laurel A. Sutton. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1999. 431 pp. $65.00 cloth,
$35.00 paper.
Diane Kayongo-Male

South Dakota State University

This book is comprised of a collection of20 studies using a
combination of feminist perspectives on identity construction and
data from discourse analysis. It is primarily written from the

perspective of a subfieldof linguistics, that is, language and gender

studies, and is the firstin a series of volumes dealingwith language
and gender issues.

While the centralfocus of this volume is identity and
gender, there are numerous examplesof how gender identity
intersects with a variety of other identities related to one's social

class, ethnicity, sexual orientation and/or situational contingencies.
An abundance of cross-cultural and cross-national data contribute

to the richness of this volume. Specifically, there are chapters
dealing with Irish radio broadcasting, gender dichotomies in
Lakota, Latina adolescents, gay identity, and "woman as dessert"
words in the English language.

The most theoretically interesting chapters to sociologists
are likelyto be the ones by Goodwin (an anthropologist) on girls'
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sidewalk games, Sawin (anthropologist) on narratives and personal
identity of women from Southern U.S. moimtain communities, and

Tannen(linguist) on display (inthe tradition ofGoffman) of
gendered identities in the workplace. Other chapters of relevance

to sociologists are the ones by Orellana (professor in education) on
Latina and Latino students' identity construction through their
writing, Dobkins (sociologist) on Native American women's
opposition to boarding-school authorities, and Mendoza-Denton

(anthropology) on conflict as managed in conversation by Latina

adolescents. Walters' (linguist) chapter ontheuse of body language
and ofmodemArabic (as a form of cultural capital) by Tunisian
women borrows from theories of Pierre Bourdieu and Judith Butler.
This volume makes a significant contribution to the newest

debates on identity construction. Many ofthe chapters dealwith
identity in waysparallel to Sheldon Stryker's (1989) chapter on
singular and multiple selves in Sociological Theories in Progress.
Reinventing Identities is biased towards an agentic perspective on
identity, with the concentration on the role of the individual actor in

developing, improvising, performing, and reinterpreting her or his
identity. Commonthemes throughout the volume include,

breaking therules ofthe'game', achieving identities, activity-based
and situation-specific identities, multiplicity ofselves, identity as
realized in practice, and identities as resistant to dominant cultures.

The reader, whose disciplinary background is sociology, is
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not going to find in Reinventing Identities a typical sociology of
language volume in the tradition of Joshua Fishman's classic

volume. Readings in theSociology ofLanguage (1968). Instead, the
reader must expect that the detailed discourse analyses in some of

the chapters will be difficult to followfor those with no background
in this methodology. There are no keys provided for either the

linguistic markers or the shorthand symbols. Additionally, it might
be difficult to justify using this book as a required text in sociology
courses since there is minimal consideration of sociological work or
theories on identity and identity construction.

While sociologists are currently interspersing theoretical
ideas from linguists such as Deborah Tannen in their analyses of
identity, reciprocal "borrowing" firom sociology is less common in

the field of sociolinguistics. Elizabeth Aries, whose training is in
psychology, has written a sociology-like critique of Tanneris You

Just Don't Understand (1990) which illustrates some of the key
problems with her approach to data collection and analysis. Her
critique, in Men and Women in Interaction: Reconsidering the
Differences (1996), focuses on the issues of inadequate research
design and deficient sampling procedures. Aries also criticizes
Tannen's tendency to over generalize with regard to male and
female conversational styles, based on minor differences between

men's and women's conversational style, all the while ignoring the
tremendous variability of language use within each sex. An
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exampleof this neglectof sociological insight is Wood's chapter,
"Coherent Identities amid Heterosexual Ideologies." Wood refers

to 'frames' with no mentionof Goffman's ideas on frame analysis,
and ideologies with no reference to work on the dominant ideology
thesis of Marxian tradition.

This volume is an example of micro-extremism, with most of

the chapters focused heavily on interactional sources of, negotiation
over, fluidity of and temporality of identities. While structural
constraints and normative boundaries were mentioned as

backgroimd features of identity construction, there is no attention
paid to institutional discrimination and other forms of

discrimination which make identity construction much more

complex and risky to one's safety and qualityof life. Among the
structural constraints which are life-threatening are hate crimes
against gay individuals, and refugees being slaughtered for not
being able to speak the correct 'dialect'. There is also little attention
given to the fact that some individuals, even at the micro-level, are

involved in a continuous, lifelong battle to construct a meaningful
identity in the face of attempts by acquaintances, spectators,and

lovedonesto impose an identity on them. The dailyindignities

faced by persons ofcolor in the U.S., as documented by Joe Feagin's
work on racism and discrimination, are examples of ongoing
assaults on identity.
By implication, this volume raises serious concerns about
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policy approaches such as affirmative action which still treat one's

biologicalsex, race, religion, and ethnicity as essentialist features of
the self, and which assume a monolithic self for most individuals in

society. This book would be most appropriate for use in a class on

gender roles and perhaps as an additional reader for an upper level
undergraduate or a graduate symbolic interaction or social
psychology course.

The Web of Politics: The Internet's Impact on the American
Political System by Richard Davis. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1999.195 pp. $39.95 cloth, $18.95 paper.
Janet Kelly Moen
University of North Dakota

Talk about timely! After the debacle of the 2000 election,

much of the content of this book is aimed squarely at what
inquiring minds will want to know about the impact of one new
technology, the Internet, on the American political process. Will it
enlighten the electorate? Can it enhance political participation?
Will it provide utility as a participatory forum? Will it become a
tool for the actual process of voting? Author Richard Davis of

Brigham Yoimg University tells aU in his fifth book on politics and
the media.

Davis sets up two scenarios for the potential political role

the Internet may play. The first is the age on Internet democracy.
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where "netizens" will virtually control political decision-making.
With their hands on the mouse, they will instantly register their
preferences, desires, wishes and whims with a lightening speed
which will leave politicians as mere conduits for the purest form of

democracy imaginable. The second scenario suggests that this may
be a dangerous assault on the decision-making process. Rapid
response may leave the system vulnerable to misinformation,

realizing the fears of those who have subscribed to the perils

inherent in the notion of "mobocracy." After researching a vast
array of political sites on the Internet in 1996 and 1997, the author

concludes that neither of these scenarios is accurate. In the process
of arriving at this conclusion,he provides many detailed and
insightful observations about the use of the Internet in the political
process.

The thesis of the book is that the Internet has begun to
change political processes and institutions in a way which
reinforces existing power bases. Those who are maximizing gain
from the Internet are actors who have dominated other forms of

mass media. They are the ones who have the resources to use new

communications technology to bolster their existing power and to
prevent it from being disseminated to the masses who could
potentially benefit from the Internet.

The first chapter on communications technology and
democracy provides an extremely lucid overview of the topic.
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Davis has synthesized an extensive literature into a lively and
readable introduction, full of data and perspective about
communications in general as setting the stage for the usage of the

Internet. Three categories of Internet politics are proposed and
evaluated: citizen information, interaction between citizens and

government, and policy making, and all are shown to be lacking, at

least at present, in any significant potential for change.
Underlying this lack of realization of potential is a very
simple observation about political life in America: all of these

opportunities and options are most likely to be used by people who
are already politically interested and motivated. An equally simple
observation, which can be made by almost anyone who has paid
any attention to political campaigns in the last decade, is that the

public has been increasingly and dramatically alienated from the

political process by the growth in usage (or misusage, as in the case
of negative campaigning) of more conventional political
communications-that of TV campaign advertising. While Davis

does not address this directly, it would seem that the potential of
the Internet might be achieved if and when it's users replaced rather
than supplemented campaign information in particular. If, instead

of being bombarded with diffuse messages about the quality (or
lack of it) of particular candidates, individuals received messages
targeted specifically to their interests, as in niche marketing
strategies, much of the negative imagery which abotmds at election
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time might be eliminated, and a new psychology of elections

developed. But this has not happened yet, mainly due to the
limited access of the new medium, and cannot be commented on in

this particular volume.
Following the introduction, the author addresses a number

of areas of Internet usage, including news dissemination, electronic

lobbying, virtual campaigns, sites of officials, virtual publics, and
participatory forums. Each chapter seems to break new ground,

both conceptually and methodologically, on ways of lookingat the
social constructionof political"reality" in each of the spheres which
are discussed and documented. The chapters provide a rather
sweeping scope of political communications on the Internet.

When comparing the data in these chapters to the thesis of
the book, I'm not sure the evidence supports the contention that
main political actors are those who have dominated other forms of

mass media, thus reinforcing existing bases of power, except by
virtue of a political vacuum. Most obvious, is the glaring

observationthat the public seems to contribute very little to political
enlightenment; the evidencepresented about public participation in
chapter on the virtual public is disheartening at best. Davis vividly

documents what he identifies as opinionreinforcement, flaming,
and unrepresentativeness in conversations analyzed from political
news and chat groups.

The overall presentation, however, suggests some
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wonderful techniques which readers or students could use to do

their own analysis ofsuch material, providing a sense thatthis isa
seminal book in media communications, which will be cited for
years to come. Each chapter draws on an extensive research

methodology which includes content analysis ofa vast array ofweb
sites, and surveyresearch, including mail, phone or e-mail
interviews of relevant respondents. While some of this becomes

tedious reading, it is interesting for it'smethodology alone, which is
detailed in nine page at the end of the book.
This is the kind of book which could be used either at the

undergraduate orthe graduate level. The language isplain enough
for undergraduate students, but theconceptualizations are
sophisticated enough for graduate classes. Replication ofsome of

the data gathering techniques could provide alively way to engage
students intheideas presented. While theobvious usage would be
in a political sociology or political science, political communications,
or mass media course, this book could be creatively used in a
course on social change.

Because of the ease of accessing informationfrom the web, a
new cottage industry of content analysisof such materials is

boimd tobeunderway. This book provides a dioughtful
conceptualization ofanemerging field aswell asa road map ofthe
terrain to becovered. The first chapter alone is worth theprice of
thebook, and the remaining chapters aresureto sparknew ideas.
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hypotheses, and methodological strategies.

Reinventing the Wheel: Marx, Durkheim and Comparative
Criminology by Ni He. Lanham, Maryland: Austin &
Winfield, 1999.225 pp. NPL.
James H. Larson

University of North Dakota

While criminological research has used "middle range"
theories and focused on the UnitedStates, a growingbody of
literaturehas attempted to carry out comparative research using
macro-level sociological theories. Two competing theories, the
Duikheimian Modernization approach and the Marxian World-

System perspective, have directed comparative research. Ni He's
review of the literature reveals that a considerable number of

problems have prevented the development of a research base which

would facilitate future study. He proposes to meet the need for

theoretical and methodological advances by constructing a
theoretical model and then testing it using a cross-national crime

data set.His primary purpose is "toprovideimproved empirical
testing of the explanatory power of two competingcomparative
criminological theories~an elaborated Durkheimian Modernization

theory versus a DynamicMarxianEconomic theory of crime."
The author sets forth five research goals for the study: 1) to

elucidate the theoretical statements foimd in the competing
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perspectives in cruninological literature;. 2) to review the empirical

literature associated with the two theoretical perspectives; 3) to

develop testable theoretical frameworks and derivehypotheses; 4)
to use cross-sectional and "pooled" cross-sectional time series

analyticaldesigns enablinga comparisonof various findings; and 5)
to suggest future research projects to develop theoretical models
and empirical research.

Realizing the scope associated with die research project, the
author restricts the literature review to the relevant research and

theoreticaldiscussion. The beginningchapter deals with a "comer
stone" of criminological research-the definition of human nature.

He juxtaposes Marx's and Durkheim's perspective on this construct
and related theoretical ideas, although the discussion is brief. In

chapter two, he refocuses on crimeand the utility of the two
competing theoretical perspectives. The discussion begins with the

originalwork of Marxand Durkheim, continueswith contemporary
research and concludes with an assessment of each perspective. The
assessment is very useful and allows the reader to pinpoint key
theoretical model elements. The question format identifies salient

issues and reports researchattempting to respond to aspectsof the
model. A concludingsummary draws together testable components
of the theoretical perspective.
The fourth chapter articulates the theoretical model for each

perspective and creates a model to be examined. The specification
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of the conceptualunits and linkages establisha working theoretical
model. Unfortunately, the text does not provide sufficientnarrative

to allow the reader to make judgments concerning construct

validity. Discussion addressed to the important question concerning
the correspondence between the theoretical and research model is

lackingand reduces the significance of the findings. Whilevariables
are operationally defined, hypotheses are stated, and discussion is

centered on important methodological questions, the level of

sophistication of the narrativewill create a barrierto many readers.
Discussion of measurement of the independent and dependent

variables is straightforward. Thisis alsotrue for the description of
the data sets and sample sizes. However, since this is secondary
analysis of data, little attention is given to variations between the

data collection processes. Thereare sections respondingto some
issues by reporting various statistical examinations of the data. The

critical analysis issue, statistical specificationof the model, is
reported. Most readers will need to return to a statistics book or

quantitative methodology text to fully xmderstand this section.

The chapter reporting the findings is written for a

statistically knowledgeable and skilledreader. The author presents

descriptive, diagnostic and multivariate analyses. Thescope of
analysis is reduced to two dependent variables-homicide and theft.

Thefirstreported findingrelies on correlational analysis and did
not find that homicide and theft resulted from a single causal
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process. Further, the author found the research was consistent with

previous research. Unemployment, government expenditure on

social welfare, urbanization, industrialization, and democracy are
"still significant predictors of homicide." Most of these variables are

also significant predictors of theft. While the reportingis clear, the
research terminology challenges the reader to create a cohesive
picture moving through the various analysis stages. Some readers

will be frustrated sincethere is a desire to quicklyinterpret the data
and make supportive concluding statements for one or the other

theoretical position. Thecomplexity of the causalanalysis does not
permit this simple outcome. In fact, the statistical discussion

overshadows the theoretical significance ofthe findings in a number
of occasions.

Since the mainthrust of the research sought to investigate
criminalactivityand offera theoretically based explanation, the

book shouldbe interesting to many readers. The attempt to specify
two competing theoretical works-Marx and Durkheim-and to

designate which has the better explanatorypower to xmderstand

crime should interestthe criminology audience. Emphasizing
macro-level theoreticalmodels required for a comparative cross-

cultural study setsthe direction for discussions. It did notprovide
"grounded research" answers required for policy formulation and
program development. The result as noted by the author is that "the
main focus of this study is theory elaboration, rather than
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integration." It appears the research outcome did not provide
answers to common crime problems, but solutions or "constructive

suggestions" for doing comparative research. This outcome will

have appeal to a small audience interested in comparativeresearch.
Graduate students and faculty will benefit from the careful

reading of this book. One should be familiar with the comparative
research literature to gain a useful understanding of the theoretical

and research problems besetting comparative criminology. The
bibliography is limited.

New Historical Atlas of Religion in America by Edwin S.
Gaustad and Philip L, Barlow. New York: Oxford, 2000.240
pp. $145.00cloth.
Robert Thompson
Minot State University
It has taken 20 years, but the wait was worth it. In two

editions,Oxford's Atlas ofAmerican Religion has been an essential
research tool-as well as an excellent source of course material-for

sociologists of religion. There has been of plethora of other sources
available, but these original atlases have been bedrock as far as

geographical material is concerned. Now, a major advance has been
made. The New Historical Atlas goes well beyond a revision of those

earlier efforts. Notably, the 200 or so new digitally produced mapsin full color, of course-grabbed my attention. The addition of
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graphs, tables, and narrative only add to the overall effect and
usefulness of the book.

Thehistorical coverage is quite comprehensive. Beginning
with the early seventeenth century, the authors first display the
establishment of colonial patterns of distribution for eleven

religious groups through 1800.While the relative size and

distribution of these ''mainline'' churchespresent few surprises, the
details of the changes over time is interesting. The continued

development ofthese groups and the challenge of an equalnumber
of "new" religiousbodies such as the Disciples of Christ, the Latter

DaySaints, and a varietyof Pentecostal and Holiness groupsare
traced, as are such immigrant churches as the Amish and Hutterltes.

Special attention is given to the historical developmentof
AfricanAmericanchurches and changesin Native American beliefs
and practices. Giventhe relatively meager and scattered
information on Native American religion in spite of a recent

upswing of interest, the breadth of coverage of the topic is

especially welcome. Theauthors do an excellent jobofplacing
Native American religion in the historical context of the Trail of

Tears,Ghost Dance, and peyote-using groups. Not only do Gaustad
and Barlow give in-depth coverage to African American and Native
American religion, they also give some attention to three Asian
"imports": Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam.
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The last half of the book addresses a number of special
topics. Three religious bodies-Lutherans, Mormons, and Roman

Catholics-are pictured through in-depth "case studies." The

remainder of the book addresses a variety of topics, ranging from
Canadian religious geography to camp meetings.

Being an atlas, the book obviously focuses on maps, but the

inclusionof more than 175 full-color graphs augment both the maps
and text nicely, as does the inclusion of six appendices with tabular
data on religious distribution by colonies or states from 1650
through 1990. The final appendix demonstrates the detail to which

the authors have given attention. Most of the maps throughout the
New Atlasshow county data, and this last appendix provides state
maps with county names to aid the researcher in identification. This

"locator" should make it possible to compare the NewAtlas

distributions with other data firom any specific county in the U.S.
The only limitations of the New Atlas are necessary evils. Its
physical size makes the tome unwieldy to use, but a reduction in

page formatwould have reduced its overall usability, making many
of the maps' details difficult to read. The other drawback-the pricestems from the size, use of color, and general attractiveness of the

book. The $145 price tag probably puts the cost beyond what all but

the most involved researcher is willing to spend (althoughit
represents the usual price of two textbooks our students must buy!).
However, every college library should have a copy. My hope is that
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it will not take another 20 years for an updated revision to appear.

One Market Under God: Extreme Capitalism, Market
Populism, and the End ofEconomic Democracy by Thomas
Frank, New York: Doubleday, 2000.414 pp. $26.00cloth.
Carol J. Cumber

South Dakota State University

Thomas Frank has written a sometimes sarcastic,frequently
irritating, but always thought provoking commentary on the "New
Economy" and the misguided tendency of Americans to see
democracy and free markets as interchangeable. Picture CBS's 60
Minutes resident curmudgeon Andy Rooney on steroid-histrionic,

yet clever,funny, incisive and scathing in his critique, and you have
an idea of the writing style of Thomas Frank.
Frank, who holds a Ph.D. in American history from the
University of Chicago, has developed a reputation as a social critic.

In addition to his book The Conquest ofCool, a criticallook at "hip
consumerism" and "counterculture," he edits the Baffler, a magazine
dedicated to cultural critique.

The central premise of this work is that management and
Wall Street pimdits, journalists, "cult studs," advertisers and the

media are in error when they assert that in the New Economy, ideas
triumph over things, democracy wins, the "common man" rules,

and elitists are put in their proper place. He insightfully explores
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the contradictions of market populism. The major argument is that
"market populism decries "elitism" while transforming CEOs as a
class into one of the wealthiest elites of all time. It deplores
hierarchy while making the corporation the most powerful
institution on earth. It hails the empowerment of the individual and

yet regards those who use that power to challenge markets as

roboticstooges. It salutes choice and yet tells us the "triumph of
markets is inevitable." (xvi). He repeats this argument chapter after
chapter, until one is reminded of Ronald Reagan's interjection
during a presidential debate, "Well

there you go again." While

the messagemay be repetitive, I respect his need to forcefully
express it.

Frank contends that current market populism goes beyond
economics. It is offered up as a reflection of our business and

political culture, where the product is downplayed and the idea
becomes god. Therefore, according to the new wisdom, the stock

market soars becausethe "common man" has been empowered
through stock options and on-line trading, dot.coms have massive
capitalization based on free-market principles, and traditional
organizations are changing their ways of conducting business to
better reflect the "will of the people." We have evolved to a state of
"markets equals democracy."
Frank doesn't buy it. To support his criticism, he looks at

the premise of a free market system. It is profit, pure and simple.
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not quality, service, or emplo5Tnent. It is not the abolition of social

class. What is democratic about busting unions, downsizing or
forcing employees to work longer hourswith stagnant wages?
How is the "common man," so exalted in New Economy literature,
to benefit? JamesCramer, a hedge fund manager often citedin the
popular press, suggests that we should put a spin on Marie

Antoinette's infamous exclamation and, "Let Them BuyStock."
Cramer declaresthat they could allbe winners. Butthey aren't.
Frank cites Lester Thurow's assertion that the bull market of the

90's has actually led to widening inequality in America,for in the
past four years, the wealthiest 10 percent of the population were the
beneficiaries of 86 percent of the market's advances.
Frank is blimt in his assault on those who write about and

advocate "business revolution." He dismisses as fad and buffoonery
works by best selling authors Stephen Covey, Robert Waterman and
Spencer Johnson. He saves his most scathing attack for Tom Peters
of In Search ofExcellence fame, whose work on innovation he

brusquely dismisses as "bullshit on wheels." Again, he finds a
contradiction between the lip-service of employee empowerment
and organizationaldemocracy, and the reality of more work for less
pay, greater regimentation and corporate surveillance. He argues
that post-Taylorism means intensified Taylorism. He further

suggests that current management literature is basically public
relations, not theory. He extends this argument to include
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advertisers and the media who have embraced the rhetoric of

empowerment and the "triumph of the popular will." Forget social
critique and in-depth commentary; publishers have bought into
corporate control in an attempt to shape corporate culture. He uses
A1 Neuharth, who liked to march out his "I'm from South Dakota

and therefore one of the little people" persona, as an exemplar. As
publisher of the "McDonaldized" USA Today, Neuharth became a
wealthy man by convincing us that his success is the success of
market populism. It is the epitome of "give the common man what

he wants"-good news, folksy stories, nothing too difficult and

nothing too controversial. Elitismwas killingnewspapers-long live
A1 Neuharth!

Although I certainly didn't agree with everythingFrank had
to say, 1found his writing articulate and well-researched. It was

finstrating, however, that the implication was that if he didn't "buy
it," then you shouldn't either-because he said so-period. I kept
expecting the next chapter to delineate Frank's alternatives to the

horrors of the New Economy.1wanted his description of what our
economy should be like. That chapter never arrived, and 1was left

thinking, "Is he the only person to have seen the light? How could
so many management theorists, journalists, sociologists,
economists, etc., be wrong?" For example, he criticizes theorist Peter

Senge for being a pivotal player in convincing the world that
"democracy" is an appropriate metaphor for what Frank calls the
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"hacked-down corporation." He indicts Senge based on Senge's
definition of democracy: "What democracy is about was the same

thingmarkets are about-humility. Listening patiently to other
voices, respecting the opinions to otherpeople, and never getting
too far above oneself." (207) I found myself wondering, "What is so
awful about this?" Although I fail to agree with Frank that this

definition is inherently "bad," I do agreethat typical components of
democracy such as equality, justice and majority rule were absent.
ThomasFrank has written a bold commentary on the New
Economy and the pitfalls of market populism. I recommend it for
its insightful opposition to those who have concluded that market

populism is here, it is good, and we are powerless to resist. This
book would be appropriate to add to the reference libraries in

departments of Sociology, Business and Economics, and would be a

usefulsupplementto courses in Economy and Society, Industrial
Sociology, Social Organization and Economic Thought.

Runaway World: How Globalization is Reshaping Our Lives
by Anthony Giddens. New York: Routledge,1999.124 pp.
$17.95 cloth.
Elizabeth Gill

Randolph-Macon College
In recent years, relatively few sociologists have dealt with

the social issues facing humankind in the future. Are sociologists to
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cede the possible resolution of these issues to others when indeed
they may have a considerable contribution to make to the debate

about possible solutions? To his credit, Anthony Giddens, in his

new book entitledRunaway World: How Globalization isReshaping
Our Lives, deals unabashedly with the impact of globalization on
future economic, social, political, and cultural arrangements.

Giddensis one of a handful of sociologists who has called upon

social scientists to construct realistic Utopias as a means ofcoping
with what he terms"a major period of historical transition." (p.19)
In Runaway World, Anthony Giddens, intellectual pioneer and
author of Third Way politics, provides an overview of the New
World global marketplace that transcends the traditional economic
approach by identifying globalization as a cultural force. Giddens is
Director of the London School of Economics and Political Science

and cofounder PolityPress, a successful publishing house. In
addition to authoring 31 books, he has served as an advisor to both
Prime Minister Tony Blair and Former President BillClinton.
The book is based on Giddens's 1999 Reith lectures, an

annual series of lectures aired by the British Broadcasting
Corporation. Given the globalization theme of the lecture series, it

seems fitting that these lectures, the first in the series given
internationally, were the last of the 20^^ century. Their contents
sparked controversy and dialogue in print and electronicmediums

throughout the world - a conversation that continues today via the
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Internet.

In addition to a preface and introduction where Giddens

summarizes his reflections on globalization, the book is organized
into five chapters, corresponding to the five lectures in the series.

According the Giddens, these lectures map the five key, interrelated
elements of the historical transition that we are experiencing:
globalization, risk, tradition, family, and democracy. In general,
Giddens puts a positive spin on the impact of globalization with the
overall tone and theme of the book being one of positive, realistic
possibilities. By identifying globalization as a "political,
technological and cultural, as well as economic" force (p. 28),
Giddens is able to provide a much more comprehensive
examination of the impact of globalization - one that extends
beyond a purely economic analysis of the world financial order.

This is not to say that Giddens is not cognizant of the impact of role

of larger economic forces and technological developments in the
globalization process; but, by examining issues like family, risk,
tradition, and democracy, he is able to illustrate how changes

wrought by ever-acceleratingcapitalism, developments in systems
of communications, and the Americanization of culture penetrate
the intimate and personal aspects of individual lifeworlds.
In the first chapter, Giddens identifies globalization as a

complex set of processes or "package of changes" (p. 21) that are
profoundly restructuring the ways in which we live at the global
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and individual level. Globalization, according to Giddens, is a
cultural force that has directly or indirectly has influenced the
changes in the traditional family, the erosion of "tradition", and the
accompanying fundamentalist response. Globalization also lies

behind the expansion of democracy and brings into sharp reliefand
challenges the boundaries of contemporary democratic structures.
In every instance, Giddens finds the changes associated with

globalization, such as the liberation of women, spread of

democracy, and overall improvement of the standard ofliving,
largely positive; but, his optimism is tempered with a measure of
realism as he also acknowledges the potential risks and tensions

arising within and between cultures. One such vulnerabilityis the
tensions between fundamentalism and cosmopolitanism in
response to the changes wrought by globalization:

The battleground of die twenty-firstcentury will pit
fundamentalism against cosmopolitan tolerance. In a
globalising world, where information and images are
routinely transmitted across the globe, we are all
regularly in contact with others who think

differently, and live differently, from ourselves.
Cosmopolitans welcome and embrace this cultural

complexity. Fundamentalists find it disturbing and
dangerous. Whether in the areas of religion, ethnic
identity, or nationalism, they take refuge in a
renewed and purified tradition - and, quite often,
violence, (p. 22-23)

Giddensis not neutral in his hope that the cosmopolitan
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outlook will win the day. He acknowledges the sense of
powerlessness experienced by nation-states as well as individuals
reflected in the fundamentalist world view and calls for the
reconstruction or recreation of our institutions to address the sense

of powerlessness feltby all in the face ofglobalization.
In the final analysis, Rtmawav World makes a salient

contribution to thecurrent debates on globalization byhighlighting
the relationship between individual lifeworlds and more general
claims about the world financial order. But, in the end, Giddens

does not fully explicate the roleoflarge-scale organizations and
their impact on the cultural and social dimensions associated with

globalization. The controlsexercised by organizationsare far

greater than Giddensacknowledges, for these large-scale
organizations are in the process of absorbing many communitybased businesses and services into a loosely integrated, but

powerful, national and global network. The constraints upon
human agency exercised by thesepowerfulorganizations are

frequently left in the realmofthe taken-for-granted; thus
organizational agents far removed from the more immediate setting

ofhuman agents shape many decisions thataffect everyday life. By
failing to come to terms withtheconstraints ofthepowerful largescaleorganizations,Giddens is unable to grasp the social contextin
which democracy is expected to function.

In order to accommodate the possibleconsequences of
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globalization human agents are beingcalled upon to adopt time

horizons that stretch farbeyond the lifetime ofpersons living today.
Runaway World providessuch a vision with a penetratingreview
of the politicaland cultural dimensions of globalization written in a
readable conversational style that lends itselfto a myriad of
interpretations and uses in the classroom. The inclusion of

illustrative empirical examples makes this book accessible to and

highly recommended forboth undergraduate and graduate
audiences.

Marx and Sociohiology by George A. Huaco. New York:
University Press of America, 1999.128 pp. $49.00 cloth,
$27.50 paper.
Jon Flanagin
The University of South Dakota

If the "truth in packaging" laws applied to social
monographs, both the author and the publisher would be in trouble
with this book. Exactly one paragraph at the end of the second
chapter directlyaddresses sociohiology; the balanceof the book is a

rather straight-forward (ifsuch things can be called "straight
forward") exposition of Marxian theory. At the end of the second

chapter, in the context of discussing family and community as
treated by Marx, the author suggests:

Here soddbiology provides part ofthe missing explanation.
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William D.Hamilton's discovery ofinclusivefitness...suggests that

the highly cooperative,altruistic and self-sacrificing behavior ofbees
turns outto be an unconscious defense ofthe shared gene pool. In
an isolated tribe or traditional village, people arelikely to share a
single gene pool (i.e., they are allrelatives). The caring and
generous behavior in a real community isprobably an unconscious
defense ofa shared gene pool. Obviously, this isno longer the case
in themega-cities ofindustrial society. (1999:21)

Andthat's it: A single observation, which he immediately

repudiates as being applicable to thesortofindustrial society which
he —and Marx —is interested in discussing. There is no other
mention of sociobiology in the entire book.

Does that meanthat the book is worthless? No,as longas

youunderstand whatyou're getting into andwhatthe author really
intended. The balance ofthe book is a ratherinteresting attempt to
rescue Marxand his ideas in the context of contemporary theory. In
going about this (and the author is a true believer), Huaco

methodically and systematically walks through Marx, beginning
with the his relationship to philosophy. Huaco then introduces his
own schema for understanding the various elements of Marxian

thought, onebe believes illuminates the underlying structure ofall
Marxianarguments. This schemais divided up into "Five

Dynamics," eachofwhich he discusses extensively. Thefirst of
these dynamics centers on forces and ownershiprelations, followed

byexploitation. The third dynamic discusses ontheclass struggle,
focusing on ideology anditsrelationship to the sociology of
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knowledge. The fourth d5aiamic deals with what he calls"filtering
out". In the final dynamic he explores the ways in which cultural

changescause social changes. As a means of organizing the wide
ranging thought of Marx across his long intellectual life, this is a

useful schemata, and Huaco treats it all with extensive scholarship
and loving veneration.
This book does not constitute an introduction to either the

thought of Marx or to Marx's relationship to sociobiology, but is
rather intended for the scholar who already has a soimd

background, and who would like to get deeperinto the subject; as
such it is suitable primarily for advanced undergraduates and for
graduate students who have a serious interest in the subjectmatter.
Just don't expectit to have anything to do with sociobiology.

Bad Kids: Race and the Transformation of the Juvenile Court
by Barry C. Feld. New York: Oxford University Press, 1998.
375 pp.
Mary H. Warner

Northern State University
The author of Bad Kids: Race and the Transformation of the

Juvenile Court.Barry C.Feld is a professor oflaw at the University
of MinnesotaLawSchool. His interest is in tiie juvenilecourt
system. The abovementionedwork is only one of the many books
and articlesthat he has written on the juvenilejustice
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administration. As the author^ himself, says,"I have studied and

written about juvenile justice administration for more thantwenty
five years (Feld, 1999, p. vii). This work appears to be a collection or
culminationof those twenty-five years.
To put it simply.Bad Kids is a thorough examination of the
history of the juvenilecourt system. In a sense, it reflects an

analysis of all courtprocesses, including the adult courts, in this

country. One thingthat makes this analysis different is the waythe
he makesuse of the idea of "other people's children" or "their

children". Heuses a Geog Simmel proposition ofwe versus they to
illuminate thesocial, political, and cultural heterogeneity thatexists
in American society, both historically and in the present. To further

explain, he uses history to examine what wentwrongwiththe
juvenile court system and proposes an alternative model of child
welfare and youth crime social control. He further examines the

role ofimmigration into this country anditseffect onthe "we-they"
phenomenon as it relates to children. Theprogressives, as Feld calls

them, were the original reformers in thecourts thatresponded to
this immigration. As the retributive systemevolved to a
rehabilitative one, children were seen, not as little adults, but as

littlepeoplewithout the ability to carefor themselves. Therefore,

Feld contends that the courts became social welfare agencies for

children thatneeded to betaken care of. The issue ofwe-they
begins withthe advent oftherehabilitative philosophy.
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When immigrants came to this country, they lived in the
ghettoes. Most of the white immigrants were able to assimilate into
the larger society and move out of the ghettoes. However, the
further one's skin color was from white, the more discrimination

that one met and meets with today. Asa way ofseparating the
children of "those" people, the court system changed and continues
to change from a system of socialwelfare to a system of retribution.
Children are being treated more and more like adults that are

cognizant of what they have done, especially "those children". The
problem, however, stems from the fact that as the skin color of the

childrenin the court, changed, there rights becamenon-existent. In
other words, there are no rights afforded children.
The main body of the text would not be controversial to a

sociologist, i.e., using our childrenversus their childrento analysis
how and why they juvenile justice administration has come to be

what it is. However, his solutions might be considered

controversial. For example, he suggests that we abolish the juvenile
justicecourts since they are not doing what they were intended to

do, i.e., protect and directchildren who have gone offcourse
through no fault of their own. Instead, he promotes the idea that

there should be an integrated (adult and juvenile) criminal court.
He feels that this is one of the better solutions because children are

treated like adults in juvenile courts. In juvenile courts, children
have no rights like they do in adult courts, therefore, tell it like it is.
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Put them in the same courts that would recognize age as a factor,
and, at the same time, give them thesame rights that adults have.

Giving thechildren therights that adults have and still maintaining
an agefactor (among otherfactors), wouldat leastgive children the
status as persons and the rest of society would be able to seejust
who "those" childrenare (our own).
For someone who is not up to date on the latest literature on

juvenile justice, this book serves a an excellent resource, notonly for
whatishappening, but also for other possible sources thatmight be
of interest for historical purposes. I would not recommend this
book for imdergraduate reading because the students would not
read it. It is very "heavy" reading that assumes that the reader has

a detailed background ontiiesul^ect. It also refers to justices and
court cases that certainly give resources for further research but

does not giveenoughinformation to fully rmderstand without

looking up theparticular cotirt cases that he is referring to. For
example, he refers to a particular justicein Ohio that is considered

key in initiating changes in the juvenile justice systemand he uses

this particular judge to infer alljudges ofthetime. In critiquing this
book, thereader had to look up thecases that he is referring to in
order to understand. For a law audience or an audience that is

familiarwith the history of juvenilecases, this book is excellent

however. Graduatestudents couldprobably use this book,
depending on their area of study.
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In sum, this book is an excellent social history of the juvenile
justice system. It draws upon vast resources that are social,

political, cultural, and legal in nature. Certainly, it deserves
attention in juvenile delinquency and social policy courses on the

graduate level (or even possibly the upper level courses in
undergraduate schools) and in law courses that are designed to
study juvenile law.

Toward Sustainable Communities: Transition and

Transformations in Environmental Policy by Daniel A.
Mazmanian and Michael E. Kraft eds. Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1999.323 pp. $60 cloth, $25.00 paper.
Venita M. Quamme

University of North Dakota, Grand Forks

Profilingrecent changes in environmentalpublicpolicy,
Mazmanian and Kraft designed their book using specific cases
related to pollution, economic development, and land use. Each
case refers to events occurring within the continental United States

during the last thirty years, ranging from air pollution in Pittsburgh
to land use in California. These diverse segments reflect the
expertise of the authors; both have published extensivelyon public
policy and environmental issues, and currently teach at major
universities. Daniel A. Mazmanian heads the School of Natural

Resources and Environment, University of Michigan; Michael E.
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Kraft is the Herbert Fisk Johnson Professor of Environmental

Studies, University of Wisconsin, Green Bay.

The reader needs to browse the foreword, preface, and
introduction sections regarding the presented information. For
example, sustainability, environmental policy strategy, and stages
of the environmental movement are explained here, including how
and when each event unfolded. The tables, figures, and boxes add a

nice touch to the overall presentation, making this book a quality
reference guide on changing environmental policy. However, some
of the contributors failed to chronicle the human/ecological
challenges driving the perceived need for change. When an
environmental policy is initiated, my limited experience has shown
that the initiation begins with unhappy citizens, not elected officials.
The failure to address the environmental social movement

which affects policy changes seems quite unusual, given that no
event occurs by itself. Catalysts which move particular concerns to
the public forefront via media outlets begin the long, slow policy
change process. One recent example involves pfiesteria piscicida, a
microscopic entity which contaminated North Carolina's Neuse

River, killing fish and causing human skin lesions. The story began
with vacationers and sports persons noting large numbers of dead

fish on riverbanks, with people developing skin sores after walking
in shallow waters. Dr. JoAnne Burkholder, North Carolina State

University, was one of the first researchers to intensively study this
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phenomenon. Eventually, Dateline, the NBCnev^s magazine,
covered the story in 1997. After these events unfolded and made

the evening news, Carolina officials were forced to review public

policyregarding water pollution sources and waste management.
The article on the interstate highway system fails to address

the reasoning for building the interstate system in the first place. In
opening remarks, the authors cite "bad planning" (217) when

highway constructionleft some communities languishing, even as
newer urban areas flourished near the new system. While

secondary reasons included urban growth and jobs for returning
World War II veterans, the primary reason for building the
interstate system had nothing to do with bad planning. This
system was built mainly for military personnel in the event of war,

strictly for defense purposes. As such, the planning was extensive,
mapping the most expeditious route from one point to another.
Daniel Press wrote a refreshing article on open-space
preservation in California, a definite keeper in an otherwise rather

dry work. The portion dealing with nongovernmental
organizations, or NGOs, urbanization, and civic interest contribute

to a well organized article. The sample survey results listed on

page 176 give the reader insight on voter's attitudes, along with

motivationsfor halting urban sprawl. The people who actively
campaignfor social change, and the resulting change that may
occur, are a few examples detailing human/ecological elements.
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Some of the articles touch on this point, but Press's article delivers.

His article, along with Mazmanian and Kraft's_77i^ Three Epochs of
the Environmental Movement, give the reader organized, thoughtful
insight on complex ecologicalissues facing contemporary society.
As a college reference guide. Toward Sustainable Communities

works, delivering practical information on various public policy
acts. Also, growth and sustainability are some of the topics clearly
explained and expanded upon. Yet, for the most part, I found the
writing rather dry. I noted that college environmental classes are

using this book extensively as required reading, with both
tmdergraduate and graduate audiences. I recommend this book

for the appropriate college setting.

The First Measured Century: An Illustrated Guide to Trends
in America, 1900 - 2000 by Theodore Caplow, Louis Hicks,
and Ben Wattenberg. Washington D.C.: AEI Press, 2001.308
pp. $20.00
TheFirst Measured Century. PBS Home Video, 2000, 2
videocassettes: 180 minutes $29.98

''The First Measured Century" [website] www.pbs.or^fmc
free access

John S. Hurley
United States Military Academy
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"I am from the government and I am here to help you."
Without question, many would agree that this is the biggest lie told
today. A close second, however, is oft heard in the halls of

academia: "I am from the publisher and I have this great resource
for your class."
The First Measured Century, a trilogy of sorts with a video,
book and companion website, is a pleasant exception to this truism.
Opening the video, Ben Wattenberg, speaking for all three authors,
claims that "the 20*^ century is a closed chapter in American
History. When we look back on it, what are we shown?" While no

sole work of any manageable size could possibly answer this
question, this collection capitalizes on one intriguing aspect of the
century in its attempt; Americans became "the most ambitious

measurers of human activity ever." As a result, we are able to easily
look at how life changed over the course of the century. A legacy of
analysis is left to examine and cross-compare.
The three hour video begins its trek across the 20^1^ century
with the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago and Fredrick Jackson
Turner's analysis of the American Frontier, and concludes with the
2000 Census. It stops at several expected social-historical high
points along the way: the Great Depression, World War 11, and the

Baby Boom. Additionally, it artfully analyzes essential sociological
topics such as scientific racism, eugenics, immigration, the early
uses of the IQ test, the Hull House in Chicago, Robert Lynd and
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Middletown, the Kinsey Report, the war on poverty, and the
Moynihan Report. An obvious strength of the video is its multi

media format; the integration of Ben Wattenberg's narration,
graphs, still photographs and interviews all of which captivate the
viewer.

The video has a compartmentalized organization. This
makes it an extremely useful teaching resource in several
undergraduate sociology courses. For example, the portions

covering the Kinsey Report, Middletown and the Gallup Polls bring
the strengths and pitfalls of methodology alive for an introductory
course. The analysis of race at various points in the video should

dovetail smoothly into an inequality, stratification, social problems,
or introductory course. For example, without coming across as

"preachy," the video does an excellent job of showing how race has
been with us all century. Additionally, the Hull House, Baby Boom,

and Feminist Mystique segments are natural fits for a marriage and
the family course. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the video
adeptly shows how our common perceptions of historical
occurrences (e.g., the Dust Bowl Migration, Rosy the Riveter) are

shaped more by popular media than by scientific evidence or fact.
The book, which can be used separately, is organized into 15
chapters (e.g.. Family, Religion, Work), and demonstrates how
various aspects of social life (e.g., fertility rates, health care

expenditures) have changed over the century. The book's layout.
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while non-traditional, is straightforward: The authors provide a

succinct narrative (less than 450 words) elaborating the data on each
left-hand page and the accompanying graphs on the right-hand
page. While these narratives are by no means an adequate

sociological explanation of the phenomenon featured, they provide
enough detail to pique undergraduates' interest in the topic and at

times an appropriate supplement to texts and readings. At the very

least, they are useful tools for assisting students in reading,
interpreting, and possibly preparing charts and graphs.

I fovmd this resource a particularly useful "well of ideas" for
potential term papers; as students would flip through the book they would inevitably attend to one or more of die graphs. I merely

suggested that this might be the topic they would enjoy exploring
further. Additionally, in their notes, the authors thoroughly
elaborate on where to find the data that support each graph; this
could be a useful tool for more advanced students who wish to

recreate the data. One limitation, however, is that currently the

charts are not available in PowerPoint, so they are not easily
integrated into high tech classrooms.
The website is a combination of the video and the book. It

allows the user to view graphs and timelines, and read and listen to
interviews, and provides the instructor with some sample lesson
plans. Perhaps due to personal bias against this medium, I found this
portion of the package to have the least utility. It merely allowed the
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user to accessthe same information in a different way, rather than

capitalizingon the interactive potential of a web-based platform.I

should state,however, that the timeline connecting the people,
events, and data was interesting. In short, the website's greatest
advantage is as a tool for instructors to preview the video and book.

As a package ($44.98 plus shipping),the only shortcomingto

The FirstMeasured Century is that the three sources, but especially the
video and the book, are not adequately cross-referenced. This,
however, should be viewed more as an inconvenience than

substantial deficiency or deterrent. Otherwise, this packageis
extremely valuable tool for any sociology program as it is easily
integrated into numerous courses (especially introductory and mid-

levelsociological courses), and should stir the sociological
imagination of students.

Working Hard and Making Do: Surviving In Small Town
America by Margaret K. Nelson and Joan Smith. Berkeley;
University of California Press, 1999 279 pp. $45.00 cloth,
$16.95paper.
James L. Foster, III

University of North Dakota

In Working Hard and MakingDo:SurvivingIn Small Town

America, Nelson and Smith examine the effectsan evolving
economy has upon families living in small town America in the

1990's. Thebook centers on the residents of "Coolidge County",
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Vermont, who must leam to adapt to a new kind of economy. Once
an agricultural powerhouse, Coolidge County has had to turn
toward a more service-oriented economy in order to survive. This

book documents the journey taken by the citizens of Coolidge
County and allows the reader to experience change through the
eyes and emotions of those who lived it.

The Introduction to the book provides the reader with an

extensivehistory of CoolidgeCoimty and its evolvingjob market.
The authors offeran excellent description of Coolidge County and
how its successfulagricultural economy evolved into an uncertain
service-oriented economy. The Introduction also serves as an

excellent communication about the authors pre/post thoughts
about the study.

A central theme of the book focuses on the comparison
between "good job" and "bad job" households. The authors
propose that those who are employed in good job households tend
to have greater job security, were better able to deal with drastic
changes that affected income, are better educated, and had a wider

network of contacts and connections within the employmentsector,
than do those workers who come from bad job households.

Badjob households are usually made up of two wage
earners with the male often working more than one job to bring in
additional income. In times of crisis bad job households will
usually be forced to give up one job so the crisis can be resolved, in
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many cases it will be the females job that is abandoned, even if she
makes a greater salary than the male. In any case, once a bad job

household job is lost the worker will often take the first job that
comes along to replace lost income. Many of these replacement jobs
are similar to the ones the worker previously left—low wage, few
benefits (if any), and little opportunity for advancement. The point
is that many of these workers end up going from one dead end job
to another resulting in the solidification of a bad job household
status.

The authors also explore various survival strategies that are
utilized by bad job households. These strategies can include,
among other things, doing contract work for wealthier households,
trading services with other bad job households. This concept is
closely associated with the concept of "self-provisioning", which
members of both types of households partake. A majority of these

self-provisioning projects were related to the home. For instance,
many in good job households built their own homes or were
involved in extensive remodeling projects. Many in bad job
households were either unable to start or complete those projects
that had been previously begun, due to lack of resources or cash
flow.

Gender relations, affected by economic struggle, are
examined and comparisons made between good job and bad job
households. Families comprised of two earner/three job couples
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make up a great deal of the employment sector. In many cases, it is
the male who holds down the moonlighting job, while the female is
confined to the home. In a few cases, the situation is reversed, with

the female holding down the moonlightingjob and the male being
confined to the home. Tension within the household rises when the

male begins to feel threatened by his significant others' access to
extra income and freedom. As a result the male takes on an

additional job,which forces his companionto quit her job. Thisis
the male's way of asserting, regainingand maintaining control over
the household. The issue of money and who does what with it also
serves as a point of comparison and discussion.
Men's and women's ideas about income and where it should

be spent differed greatly among those living in bad job households.
Males defined the income that they brought into the household as
"spending/fun" money, while the females income was declared

"paying bills" money, thereby tipping the balance between male
and female economic freedoms. Definitions between the sexes

differed as well. Malessaw their purchases as being essentialto on-

the-side businesses, while womensaw the males purchases as toys.
Women,in many cases, did not have a choice in how they spent
their extra money since the decision was already made for them-it
was either pay the bills or do without.

The differentiation of household expensesinto tidy but
separate categories of extras and essentials more often reflects who
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ispaying the bills—and from which paycheck—than it does any
intrinsic difference in thesignificance ofthose expenses. In some
families, when the wife's paycheck covers the mortgage and
groceries, those become "extras"; when thehusband's paycheck
covers the same items, they aremiraculously transformed into

"essentials." Even ifthe job of the male was alower paying job than
that of the female, the male would place more importance on his job
than hers. When decidingon which member of the household
would leave their job, more often than not, it was the woman who

quit. Those residing in good job households, however, tended to

have a morebalanced relationship when it came economics. There

was little disagreement on how money wasspent and what it was
being spent on. Couples in these households tended to see

household income from a joint standpoint, with no clear distinction
concerning what money belonged to whom.

I thought thattheMethodology section wascomplete. The
authors did a good jobofexplaining theirdata collection methods.

An extensive number ofparticipants were interviewed and taperecorded, offering researchers a great deal of researchable

information. The authors made note that with very few exceptions,
everyparticipant wasinterviewed only once. Surveys werealso

utilized to gather information for their research study. These
surveys offered researchers information from which they could
determine how each group ofpeople lived. The response rate for
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surveys could have been higher; however, like the interviews,

schedulingproblems with individuals and lack of availability on
some of those being studied hampered research capabilities.
Another strength of the text is the amoimt of research that is

presented. The authors did a good job of presenting their research
without using a great deal of technical jargon. The authors

thoroughly explained their tables and figures,which were easy to
interpret and clearly presented. Each subject area presented was
clearly identified and examples within these areas made sense. The

authors made good use of the participant's stories by inserting
segments of them in relevant sections of the text, providing
examplesof the point that the authors were trying to make.
The Notes section at the end of the text was very complete,
informative and extensive. It offered further information on what

the authors were trying to get at during their research as well as

information related to theirsources. It aidsthe readerin grasping
the authors' meaning in the more difficult parts of the text.
I would recommend this text to professionals, academics,
graduate students, and vmdergraduate students alike-in short, to
anyone who shares an interest in sociology, economics,rural

studies, genderstudies (relating to economic relationships), or

social work. Easy to read and follow. Working Hard and Making Do:
Surviving In Small TownAmerica, is a rich source of information for

those who are interested, either professionally or academically, in
the area of small town economics and survival strategies.
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